The present invention discloses a method for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, which comprises: setting a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message in an HRPD system; generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and sending it to a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system when a network side of the HRPD system determines that the multimode mobile terminal is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system. The present invention also discloses a method for responding to the non-3GPP2 system information. The present invention further discloses apparatuses for realizing the above-mentioned methods. The present invention is simple and practical.
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Setting a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message in an HRPD system
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Generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and sending it to a multimode mobile terminal when a network side of the HRPD system determines that the multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system
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Resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent
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Setting a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message responsive to the transfer message in an HRPD system

The multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system parses the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system after receiving it, stores parsed non-3GPP2 system information in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discards it, generates a cause value of a processing result, generates a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message according to the cause value and feeds it back to the HRPD system.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SENDING AND RESPONDING TO NON-3GPP2 SYSTEM INFORMATION IN AN HRPD SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the technology of sending and responding to non-3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (non-3GPP2) system information in a CDMA2000 High Rate Packet Data (HRPD) system, and in particular to a method and an apparatus for sending and responding to non-3GPP2 system information in an HRPD system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Recently, as two new generation mainstream wideband wireless communication systems, the Long Term Evolution (LTE) system formulated by the 3GPP organization and the World Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax) system formulated by the WiMax Forum (WMF) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineer (IEEE) organization are developing rapidly. An important aspect is how to realize intercommunication between a new generation wideband wireless communication system and an existing system (e.g., CDMA2000 HRPD of 3GPP2, etc.). In order to realize the intercommunication between the two network systems, a source network system should provide system information (SystemInfo) of a target network system for a mobile terminal, so that the mobile terminal can perform effective measurement on the target network system and can initiate handover to the target network system when the wireless environmental condition is appropriate, and the mobile terminal can also capture and access the target network system rapidly.

[0003] In the LTE system, there are specifically defined different types of system information, and system information of different target network systems is transmitted by broadcast, wherein SystemInformationBlockType 8 is defined to broadcast the system information of CDMA2000. Similarly, the CDMA2000 HRPD system should also be able to provide the system information of a target network system for a mobile terminal in advance before handing over to the target network system, so that the mobile terminal can perform measurement on the target network system, and can initiate handover to and access the target network system at a proper time. When the CDMA2000 HRPD system hands over to a target network system, a tendentious mode for sending the system information of the target network system is to carry the system information of the target network system by extending an existing overhead message of the HRPD system and transmit it by broadcast. The broadcast transmission mode has the advantages of saved wireless resources of an air interface, uniform transmission mode, but has the disadvantages of required modification/extension of an overhead message sub-protocol of the air interface protocol stack of an HRPD system. In this way, whether a network side or a terminal side needs adaptive changes, which causes increase in change cost, thereby making the upgrading of an original mobile terminal difficult.

SUMMARY

[0004] In view of this, the main purpose of the present invention is to provide a method and an apparatus for sending and responding to non-3GPP2 system information in an HRPD system without modifying/extending the overhead message sub-protocol of the air interface protocol stack of the HRPD system.

[0005] To achieve the above purpose, the technical solution of the present invention is implemented as follows:

[0006] A method for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, the method comprises: setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system; the method further comprises:

[0007] generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and sending it to a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system when a network side of the HRPD system determines that the multimode mobile terminal is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system.

[0008] Preferably, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message may comprise: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

[0009] Preferably, the field of message sequence number may be used for identifying a sending number of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message, and the message sequence number may be added by 1 every time the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

[0010] Preferably, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message may be sent to the multimode mobile terminal by a downlink dedicated control channel or a common control channel.

[0011] Preferably, the method may further comprise:

[0012] resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

[0013] A method for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, the method comprises: setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message responsive to the transfer message in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system; the method further comprises:

[0014] parsing the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system after receiving it by a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system, storing parsed non-3GPP2 system information in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discarding it, generating a cause value of a processing result, generating a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message according to the cause value and feeding it back to the HRPD system.

[0015] Preferably, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message may comprise: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

[0016] the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message may comprise: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type and a field of cause value.

[0017] Preferably, the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message may be the same as the field of message sequence number and the field of non-
3GPP SystemInfo type in the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message, respectively.

Apparatus for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system comprises:

- a setting unit, used for setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system;
- a first determining unit, used for determining whether a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system, if yes, triggering a generating unit; and
- the generating unit, used for generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and
- a sending unit, used for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message generated by the generating unit to the multimode mobile terminal.

Preferably, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message may comprise: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

Preferably, the apparatus may further comprise:

- a second determining unit, used for, after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent, determining whether an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is received within a set period of time, if no, triggering a resending unit; and
- the resending unit, used for resending the non-3GPP2 system information.

An apparatus for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system comprises:

- a setting unit, used for setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message responsive to the transfer message in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system;
- a receiving unit, used for receiving the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system;
- a processing unit, used for storing non-3GPP2 system information parsed by the parsing unit in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discarding it, and generating a cause value;
- a generating unit, used for generating a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message according to the cause value; and
- a sending unit, used for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message generated by the generating unit to the HRPD system.

Preferably, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message may comprise: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

The non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message may comprise: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type and a field of cause value.

Preferably, the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message generated by the generating unit may be the same as the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfermessage received by the receiving unit, respectively.

In the present invention, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is sent to a mobile terminal via a HRPD system by defining a new non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message in a non-3GPP2 information transfer application subtype and a non-3GPP2 information transfer sub-protocol introduced in the application layer of the air interface protocol stack of the HRPD system; the mobile terminal, after receiving the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message, parses it in the manner that how the ordinary HRPD SystemInfo is parsed, after parsing the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo, stores it in a corresponding non-3GPP2 system processor according to the type of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo; the mobile terminal encapsulates the receiving result (cause value) in a newly set non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message according to the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo and feeds it back to the HRPD system. The present invention realizes notification of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo of the mobile terminal in a unicast manner. As the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is encapsulated in an HRPD system message, it is unnecessary to modify/extend the overhead message sub-protocol of the air interface protocol stack of the HRPD system, which is beneficial to the smooth evolution of the CDMA2000 HRPD system to the new generation wideband mobile communication system. The present invention is realized simply and practically.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of a method for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a structure diagram of an apparatus for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a structure diagram of a responsive apparatus for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the present invention is that non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is sent to a mobile terminal via a HRPD system by defining a new non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message in a non-3GPP2 information transfer application subtype and a non-3GPP2 information transfer sub-protocol introduced in the application layer of the air interface protocol stack of the HRPD system; the mobile terminal, after receiving the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message, parses it in the manner that how the ordinary HRPD SystemInfo is parsed, after parsing the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo, stores it in a corresponding non-3GPP2 system processor according to the type of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo; the mobile terminal encapsulates the receiving result (cause value) in a newly set non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message according to the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo and feeds it back to the HRPD system. The present invention realizes notification of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo of the mobile terminal in a unicast manner. As the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is transmitted in an HRPD tunnel, it is unnecessary to modify/extend the over-
head message sub-protocol of the air interface protocol stack of the HRPD system, which is beneficial to the smooth evolution of the CDMA2000 HRPD system to the new generation wideband mobile communication system. The present invention is realized simply and practically.

[0043] To make the purpose, the technical solution and the advantage of the present invention more apparent, the present invention is further described below in detail by embodiments with reference to drawings.

[0044] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the method for sending the non-3GPP2 system information in the high rate packet data system comprises the following steps.

[0045] Step 101: setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) in an HRPD system.

[0046] Step 102: a basic step for realizing the sending of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the present invention, i.e., the transfer message carrying non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is set in the HRPD system, and its structure is as shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Length (bit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Message identification</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message sequence number</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0047] The non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message in the present invention comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block, wherein the field of message identification, occupying 8 bits (i.e., one byte), is used for identifying a type of a transmitted message, i.e., identifying a newly set non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message itself in the present invention. The field of message sequence number, occupying 8 bits, is used for identifying the sending number of the message to confirm that the message has been received by the mobile terminal correctly or needs to be retransmitted. The message sequence number is added by one every time the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent, and the message sequence number is set to be one when a first non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is generated. The field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, occupying 8 bits, is used for identifying the type of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo carried by the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message of the present invention, for example determining whether the SystemInfo is the SystemInfo of the LTE system, or the SystemInfo of the WiMax system, or the SystemInfo of other systems. The field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length, occupying 8 bits, is used for identifying the length (calculated in byte) of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo carried by the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message of the present invention. The field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block is specific non-3GPP2 SystemInfo carried by the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message of the present invention, and the bits occupied by the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block are the bits of the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length multiplied by 8. Those skilled in the art should understand that, the structure of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message shown in Table 1 is merely exemplary, the carrying mode of the above-mentioned fields is not used for limitation, and the illustrated fields are only the basic fields required.

[0048] Here, the 3GPP2 system refers to the CDMA2000 1X system and HRPD system formulated by 3GPP2 standard organization, and the non-3GPP2 system refers to systems formulated by wireless standard organizations other than the 3GPP2 standard organization, such as Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM), General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) system, Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) system and the like formulated by 3GPP organization, WiMax system formulated by IEEE and WMF, and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) system formulated by IEEE, etc.

[0049] Step 102: generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and sending it to a multinode mobile terminal when a network side of the HRPD system determines that the multimode mobile terminal needs to be sent the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system.

[0050] When the multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system is moving in the HRPD system and the HRPD system detects that the multimode mobile terminal is located in the area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system, the aforementioned non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is generated according to the type of the non-3GPP2 system to which the coverage area where the multimode mobile terminal is located belongs, while it is determined that the multimode mobile terminal is located in the area covered by the HRPD system together with the LTE system, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is generated, in which the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type is a character indicating the LTE system and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block is the system information of the LTE system. It should be noted that, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo of SystemInfo needs to be configured in the HRPD system in advance, or a corresponding channel for acquiring the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is set between the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system, so that the HRPD system can acquire current system information of each non-3GPP2 system. Those skilled in the art should understand that, it is easy to realize that the non-3GPP2 system reports the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo to the HRPD system. When generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message, the HRPD system sends it to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo stored in the HRPD system and puts it in the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

[0051] The HRPD system carries the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message on a downlink dedicated control channel (when the mobile terminal is in a connected state) or a common control channel (when the mobile terminal is in an idle state) and sends it to the multimode mobile terminal.

[0052] After Step 102, the present invention further comprises:

[0053] Step 103: resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

[0054] The network side of the HRPD system receives an Ack message responsive to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message on an uplink HRPD channel. The network
side of the HRPD system sends the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if the HRPD system does not receive the Ack message responsive to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent previously within a specified time. Reference may be made to the related description in the following Step 202 of the specification for the specific realization of resending. Those skilled in the art should understand that, Step 103 is an optimization for the technical solution recited in Steps 101 and 102, and is not a necessary step of realizing the basic technical solution of the method for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention.

[0055] The method shown in FIG. 1 is applicable to the network side of the HRPD system.

[0056] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in the high rate packet data system of the present invention, and as shown in FIG. 2, the method for responding to the non-3GPP2 system information is in the high rate packet data system comprises the following steps:

[0057] Step 201: setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message responsive to the transfer message in an HRPD system.

[0058] Similar to Step 101, Step 201 is also a basic step of realizing the present invention. As the method for responding to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the HRPD system shown in FIG. 2 is proposed for the multimode mobile terminal supporting the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system, compared to Step 101, an Ack message responsive to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message needs to be set in the HRPD system. As the specific structure of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message has been shown in table 1, the structure thereof will not be described here. A structure of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message is given below, as shown in table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Length (bit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Message identification</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message sequence number</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause value</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0059] The non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message in the present invention comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type and a field of cause value, wherein the field of message identification field, occupying 8 bits, is used for identifying a type of a message, i.e. identifying that the message is a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message; the content filled in the field of message sequence number is the same as the message sequence number in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message received by the multimode mobile terminal; the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, which has the same type as the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message, is used for identifying the Ack message responsive to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is of which type, i.e., determining whether the Ack message is responsive to the SystemInfo of the LTE system, or responsive to the SystemInfo of the WiMax system, or responsive to the SystemInfo of other systems; the field of cause value is used for identifying that whether the transmitted non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is accepted (stored in the non-3GPP2 system processor), or discarded, or subjected to other processing, so that the HRPD system can understand how the multimode mobile terminal processes the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo sent by the HRPD system to determine whether the message needs to be retransmitted.

[0060] Step 202: the multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system parses the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system after receiving it, stores parsed non-3GPP2 system information in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discards it, generates a cause value of a processing result, generates a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message according to the cause value and feeds it back to the HRPD system.

[0061] The multimode mobile terminal in the HRPD system transmits the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system to signalling application protocol of the HRPD of the UE after receiving it. The signalling protocol parses the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message in the manner that how the conventional message in the HRPD system is parsed, stores the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in a corresponding non-3GPP2 system processor according to the type of the non-3GPP2 system to which the SystemInfo belongs after obtaining the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo. For example, a dual-mode mobile terminal supporting the HRPD system and the LTE system stores the system information of the LTE system in the processor supporting the LTE system after receiving the system information of the LTE system sent by the network side of the HRPD system. In such a way, when a mobile terminal determines that it accesses a non-3GPP2 system, the mobile terminal monitors the service of the non-3GPP2 system according to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo sent by the network side of the HRPD system. Specific processing is that the non-3GPP2 system processor in the multimode mobile terminal generates the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message which carries a cause value according to the current stored non-3GPP2 SystemInfo and the received new non-3GPP2 SystemInfo. The cause value may include some situations below: the multimode mobile terminal receives the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo for a first time and stores it, or previously stored is non-3GPP2 SystemInfo and the newly received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo are different and the storage has been updated, or the multimode mobile terminal does not support the version of the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo, etc. The multimode mobile terminal encapsulates the cause value in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message, wherein the field of message identification corresponds to a value defined by the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message; the value of the field of message sequence number is the value of the field of message sequence number in the previously received and stored non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message. Then the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message is carried through the message of the signalling application protocol of the HRPD, and sent to the network side of the HRPD system by a basic HRPD channel, such as the uplink dedicated control channel (in the connected state) or the common control channel (in the idle state).

[0062] The network side of the HRPD system receives the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message on the uplink HRPD channel and sends it to the signalling application protocol of the HRPD in the HRPD system, which parses the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer-Ack message. The HRPD system
will resend the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if it does not receive the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message having the same message sequence number value as the previously sent non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message within a specified time. If successfully receiving the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message having the same message sequence number value within a specified time, the HRPD system parses the cause value in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message and determines whether to resend the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message carrying the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo according to the parsed cause value. When it is determined that the multimode mobile terminal does not support the version of the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo, the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message will not be sent to the multimode mobile terminal.

[0063] The method for responding to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system shown in FIG. 2 is applicable to the multimode mobile terminal side supporting the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system.

[0064] FIG. 3 is a structure diagram of an apparatus for sending non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in a high rate packet data system of the present invention, and as shown in FIG. 3, is the apparatus for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention comprises a setting unit 30, a first determining unit 31, a generating unit 32 and a sending unit 33, wherein the setting unit 30 is for setting the transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) in an HRPD system. Reference may be made to the related description of the abovementioned table 1 for the specific structure of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message. The first determining unit 31 is used for determining whether a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system, that is, the generating unit 32. The generating unit 32 is used for generating a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message. The sending unit 33 is used for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message generated by the generating unit 32 to the multimode mobile terminal.

[0065] As shown in FIG. 3, the apparatus for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention further comprises a second determining unit 34 and a resending unit 35, wherein the second determining unit 34 is used for, after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo is sent, determining whether an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is received within a set period of time, if no, triggering the resending unit 35. The resending unit 35 is used for resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo. The second determining unit 34 and the resending unit 35 are not the units necessary for the apparatus for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention, but optional components.

[0066] The sending apparatus shown in FIG. 3 is applicable to the network side of the HRPD system.

[0067] Those skilled in the art should understand that, the apparatus for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention shown in FIG. 3 is designed for realizing the method for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system shown in FIG. 1, the realization function of each processing unit in the apparatus shown in FIG. 3 can be understood with reference to the related descriptions in the method shown in FIG. 1, and the function of each unit may be realized through programs running on a processor, or is may also be realized through a corresponding logic circuit.

[0068] FIG. 4 is a structure diagram of a responsive apparatus for responding to non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in a high rate packet data system of the present invention, and as shown in FIG. 4, the responsive apparatus for responding to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention comprises a setting unit 40, a receiving unit 41, a parsing unit 42, a processing unit 43, a generating unit 44 and a sending unit 45, wherein the setting unit 40 is used for setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message responsive to the transfer message in an HRPD system. Reference may be made to the related description of the abovementioned table 2 for the specific structure of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message. The receiving unit 41 is used for receiving the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system. The parsing unit 42 is used for parsing the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message received by the receiving unit 41. The processing unit 43 is used for storing the system information (SystemInfo) of the non-3GPP2 system parsed by the parsing unit 42 in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discarding it, and generating a cause value. The generating unit 44 is used for generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message according to the cause value, that is, the cause value generated by the processing unit 43 is inserted into the field of cause value in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message shown in table 2. The sending unit 45 is used for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer Ack message generated by the generating unit 44 to the HRPD system.

[0069] The apparatus shown in FIG. 4 is applicable to the multimode mobile terminal supporting the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system.

[0070] Those skilled in the art should understand that, the apparatus for responding to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system of the present invention shown in FIG. 4 is designed for realizing the method for responding to the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo in the high rate packet data system shown in FIG. 2, the realization function of each processing unit in the apparatus shown in FIG. 4 can be understood with reference to the related descriptions in the method shown in FIG. 2, and the function of each unit may be realized through programs running on a processor, or may also be realized through a corresponding logic circuit.

[0071] The above is only preferred embodiments of the present invention, but does not limit the protective scope of the present invention.

1. A method for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, the method comprising: setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system; the method further comprising:

- generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message and sending it to a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system when a network side of the HRPD system determines that the multimode mobile terminal is located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of is non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the field of message sequence number is used for identifying a sending number of the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message, and the message sequence number is added by 1 every time the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent to the multimode mobile terminal by a downlink dedicated control channel or a common control channel.

5. The method according to claim 4, the method further comprising:
   resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

6. A method for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, the method comprising: setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message responsive to the transfer message in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system; the method further comprising:
   parsing the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system after receiving it by a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system, storing parsed non-3GPP2 system information in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discarding it, generating a cause value of a processing result, generating a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message according to the cause value and feeding it back to the HRPD system.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block;
   the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type and a field of cause value.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message are the same as the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the received non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message, respectively.

9. An apparatus for sending non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, comprising: a setting unit, a first determining unit, a generating unit and a sending unit, wherein
   the setting unit is used for setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system;
   the first determining unit is used for triggering the generating unit, if a multimode mobile terminal supporting both the HRPD system and the non-3GPP2 system is determined to be located in an area covered by the HRPD system together with the non-3GPP2 system;
   the generating unit is used for generating the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message; and
   the sending unit is used for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message generated by the generating unit to the multimode mobile terminal.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block.

11. The apparatus according to claim 10, further comprising:
   a second determining unit and a resending unit, wherein
   the second determining unit is used for, after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent, triggering the resending unit when an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time;
   the resending unit is used for resending the non-3GPP2 system information.

12. An apparatus for responding to non-3GPP2 system information in a high rate packet data system, comprising: a setting unit, a receiving unit, a parsing unit, a processing unit, a generating unit and a sending unit, wherein
   the setting unit is used for setting a transfer message for transferring non-3GPP2 system information (non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message) and a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message responsive to the transfer message in a high rate packet data (HRPD) system;
   the receiving unit is used for receiving the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message sent by the HRPD system;
   the parsing unit is used for parsing the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message received by the receiving unit;
   the processing unit is used for storing non-3GPP2 system information parsed by the parsing unit in a non-3GPP2 system processor or discarding it, and generating a cause value;
   the generating unit is used for generating a non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message according to the cause value; and
   the sending unit is used for sending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message generated by the generating unit to the HRPD system.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block length and a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo block;
   the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message comprises: a field of message identification, a field of message sequence number, a field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type and a field of cause value.
14. The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo TransferAck message generated by the generating unit are the same as the field of message sequence number and the field of non-3GPP2 SystemInfo type in the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message received by the receiving unit, respectively.

15. The method according to claim 2, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent to the multimode mobile terminal by a downlink dedicated control channel or a common control channel.

16. The method according to claim 3, wherein the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent to the multimode mobile terminal by a downlink dedicated control channel or a common control channel.

17. The method according to claim 15, the method further comprising: resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

18. The method according to claim 16, the method further comprising: resending the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message if an ACK message responsive to the non-3GPP2 system information is not received within a set period of time after the non-3GPP2 SystemInfo Transfer message is sent.

* * * * *